High frequency (HF) radiation from the HAARP and SURA ionospheric heaters transmitted through the underdense ionosphere and received by the WIND satellite show the presence of strong spatial structure in the radiation pattern. A simple model based on the combination of ionospheric irregularities and interference effects has been developed to account for the observations. The analysis demonstrates the utility of satellite receptions as probes of ionospheric irregularities created or enhanced by powerful HF radio waves.
Introduction
A new class of ionospheric heating experiments have been recently initiated, first using the newly constructed HAARP ionospheric heating facility [Rodriguez et al., 1998 ], subsequently the SURA facility [Rodriguez et al., 1999a; Tokarev et al., 1999] and most recently the combined HAARP and HIPAS heaters [Rodriguez et al., 1999b] . In these experiments the frequency of the transmitted signals exceeds the critical plasma frequency of the F-peak. The HF radiation is received by detector on the WIND satellite [Bougeret et al., 1995] . enhanced irregularities on the far-field wave pattern of the electromagnetic HF wave. The theoretical model has two key assumptions. The first assumption is that the HF beam breaks up into a number of smaller filaments forming a relatively regular lattice due to the self-focusing instability or pre-existing irregularities enhanced by self-focusing. The second assumption is that once the radiation passes the F-peak, each filament of the lattice becomes an independent transmitter, whose radiation propagates freely in the low density plasma with phase determined by its phase when exiting the F-peak.
Propagation Model
A simple diffraction model is used to follow the HF radiation once it exits the F-peak. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure 2 . The irregularities in the ionosphere are modelled by a transmission grating with transparent widths (slit) of 2a and the separation between the center of two slits of 2d. In reality, the transmission through the ionosphere consists of waves propagating through the low density transparent field aligned filaments, and through the plasma between the depleted channels. It is the difference in the phases between the two regions which gives rise to a diffraction pattern so that the constant background that arises from the semitransparent nature of the ionosphere is removed by the present model. In reality, there is a distribution in the widths of the filaments and spacing between the filaments as well as curvature of the incident beam. Also if wave-enhanced self-focusing occurs, the "optical" path of the heater wave through the filaments with depleted density would vary from filament to filament. All these different physical effects which can introduce different path-lengths of the wave propagation in filaments are modelled by introducing a random phase for the wave at the slits. The angular distribution of the far-field amplitude of a monochromatic wave incident on a trans- There are other features that need to be explained. It cannot be stated unambiguously whether the irregularities were present prior to the turning on of the heater or whether these are heater induced or enhanced irregularities. However, based on our earlier work on the nonlinear state of the thermal filaments there is a preferred size of the irregularities for a given heater power density. This suggests that the observed diffraction pattern is caused by heater induced or enhanced thermal filaments and that the observed signal has the potential to be used as a good diagnostic of these irregularities.
